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Three-dimensional simulations of reversible bimolecular reactions.
III. The pseudo-unimolecular ABCD reaction

Alexander V. Popova) and Noam Agmonb)

Department of Physical Chemistry and the Fritz Haber Research Center, The Hebrew University,
Jerusalem 91904, Israel

~Received 22 January 2003; accepted 7 March 2003!

We report a microscopic simulation for the reversible A1B
C1D reaction in its
pseudo-unimolecular limit. The simulations are used to assess the validity of various approximate
theories for the time dependence of the approach to equilibrium, up to its long-time asymptotic
behavior. To available theories we have added a new theory, the generalized multiparticle kernel 1
~GMPK1! theory. It is shown to be in very good agreement with our simulations than all other
theories. The asymptotic behavior of both simulations and GMPK1 agrees with that derived by
Gopich and Szabo@Chem. Phys.284, 91 ~2002!#. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the kinetics of reversible reactions, competition b
tween particles couples their motion and renders the prob
difficult. Yet rapid recent advance in theoretical methods a
simulation techniques is making such problems tracka
Two major classes of reversible reactions have been con
ered, which we call the ABC and ABCD reactions. The fi
kind is a recombination–dissociation reaction

A1B �
kd

k1

C, ~1.1a!

whereas the ABCD reaction,

A1B �
k2

k1

C1D ~1.1b!

may depict energy or atom transfer in solution, enzyma
turnover or collision-induced isomerization. There has be
extensive theoretical work carried out for both the AB
reaction1–18 and the ABCD reaction.14,19–27 Nevertheless,
many-particle simulations have so far been conducted o
for the ABC reaction: first in one dimension28–32 and more
recently in three dimensions.33–37 Comparison with these
simulations has proved indispensable in establishing the
lidity of the various approximate theories.

In Part I of this series,35 we reported on enhance
Brownian simulations for the ABC reaction. By comparin
our results with various theoretical approaches, we h
found that the multiparticle kernel 1~MPK1! theory of Sung
and Lee12 reproduces our calculations for all times and
kinetic parameters investigated. In Laplace space, its ‘‘dif
sion factor function’’~see below! constitutes a linear combi
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nation of the geminate and irreversible solutions. This th
appears to be the most promising approach to this type
reaction.

In the present work, we consider the ABC reaction a
‘‘half-reaction’’ in comparison with the ABCD reaction. Thi
enables us to generalize the MPK1 theory to the ABCD cl
of reactions ~Sec. II!. We compare this generalizatio
~GMPK1! with available integral equation theories@integral
encounter theory19,20 ~IET! and modified encounter theory27

~MET!# with the version of MPK1 suggested by Sunget al.24

and the self-consistent relaxation time approximat
~SCRTA! recently proposed by Gopich and Szabo.18 For as-
ymptotically long times, these authors have obtained an a
lytic expression16–18 which we test below.

Assessment of the various theories is made possible
generating simulation results for the ABCD reaction~Sec.
IV !. The algorithm reported in Part I is adapted to the ABC
case. Specifically, the ‘‘Brownian propagator,’’ which dete
mines the random numbers by which particles are moved
calculated from the exact Green-function solution recen
obtained by us for the geminate ABCD reaction.38 In addi-
tion, we have implemented an enhanced algorithm for p
ticle elimination which speeds up the calculation nearly
order of magnitude, thus allowing propagations to long
times. The combination of theory and simulations presen
below offers an accurate and reliable description for this
portant class of kinetic processes.

II. THEORY

A. General background

Our model for a reversible ABCD reaction in th
pseudo-unimolecular limit involves a single, static, spheri
molecule A of radiusa1 . It is initially surrounded by uniform
concentrations,c1 andc2 , of noninteracting, point particles
B and D, respectively. Their corresponding diffusion coe
cients are denoted byD1 and D2 . While the collision of A
and D is nonproductive~reflective boundary condition a
r 5a1), a reaction may occur~rate constantk1) when A col-
7 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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lides with B. In this case A is converted to a static C m
ecule of radiusa2 , while the colliding B particle becomes
D particle. The reaction is reversible, the reverse rate par
eter beingk2 .

The above scenario may be realized, for example, in
exchange reaction of a heavy group~H! between two light
ones (L1 and L2):

L1H1L2
L11HL2,

under conditions of excess L1 and L2 ~e.g., a nucleophilic
SN2

reaction involving a large organic molecule!. L1H is then
identified with the static A particle, which is converted up
reaction to a static C particle, HL2 , at the same position. Th
above scenario is somewhat less suitable for a small tr
ferring moiety, such as in excitation transfer

D* 1B
D1B* ,

with excess ground-state B and D, which correspond to
and D in Eq.~1.1b!. To correspond to the conditions in ou
simulations, the excited D* and B* molecules should be
static and, upon reaction, the static D* is converted to a
mobile D separated from it by a distancea2 ~similarly for
B* ).

We are interested in the time dependence of the proba
ity, PA(tuA), that the initially present A particle is stil
present at timet. In simple chemical kinetics, the solution

PA~ tuA!5@c1k1 exp~2lt !1c2k2#/l. ~2.1!

Thus PA(tuA) relaxes to its equilibrium value,PA(`uA)
5c2k2 /l, with an effective rate constant

l5c1k11c2k2 . ~2.2!

The Laplace transformf̃ (s)5*0
` f (t)dt is given by

P̃A~suA!5
1

s

s1k2c2

s1l
. ~2.3!

The chemical kinetic solution is exact only in the limit o
infinitely fast diffusion,D1→` and D2→`, known as the
‘‘reaction control’’ limit.

In the general case of finite diffusion constants, t
Laplace transform generalizes as follows:12,13

P̃A~suA!5
1

s

sF̃~s!1k2c2

sF̃~s!1l
. ~2.4!

All the complexity of the problem is now concealed in th
‘‘diffusion factor function’’ F̃(s), which becomes unity in
the reaction control limit.

Instead of focusing onPA(tuA), we may consider its
relaxation function R(t)[DPA(tuA)/DPA(0uA), where
D f (t)[ f (t)2 f (`) for any functionf (t). One obtains

R̃~s!5
F̃~s!

sF̃~s!1l
. ~2.5!

It is independent of the initial condition and identical f
both the ABCD and ABC reactions~in the latter case,l
Downloaded 25 Jun 2003 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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5c1k11kd). All available theories for the ABCD reaction ca
be characterized in terms of their correspondingF̃(s), as
detailed below.

B. Available theories for the ABCD reaction

A number of theories have been discussed in the lite
ture for the ABCD reaction. Their corresponding diffusio
factor functions are written in terms of either the gemina
~gem! or the irreversible~irr! solutions. Both are exactly
solvable special limits of the general case. The first dep
the irreversible recombination of a pair initially at contac
whereas the second describes irreversible recombinatio
the pseudo-unimolecular case where the B particles are
tially randomly distributed~the Smoluchowski theory39 for
immobile A and C!. This situation is similar to that expose
in Part I for the ABC reaction.

As a reminder,35 the geminate solution (ci→0) for irre-
versible recombination of a pair initially at ‘‘contact’’ (r
5ai) is given by

F̃gem,i~s!511ki gi~s!. ~2.6!

It is defined in terms of the contact Green function for d
fusion with a reflecting boundary condition

gi~s!215kDi
~11Ast i !, ~2.7!

where the diffusion-control rate constant and time const
are defined by

kDi
[4pDiai , t i[ai

2/Di . ~2.8!

In our simulations~below! we consider only the case wher
a15a2[a ~while D1 and D2 may differ!. In the reaction-
control limit, whenDi→`, one finds thatF̃gem,i(s)→1.

For an irreversible reaction, the fate of an initially pr
pared A state is decay to zero. Hence the ‘‘survival proba
ity’’ of A, usually denotedS(t), is identical in this case to
PA(tuA) and to the relaxation functionR(t). Thus, using Eq.
~2.5!, one can writeF̃ irr(s) in terms of the irreversible sur
vival probability S̃irr(s)5R̃irr(s) for static A and uniformly
distributed B’s.

Here we similarly define a generalized-irreversible~girr!
diffusion factor function as

F̃girr,i~s!5
l S̃girr,i~s!

12sS̃girr,i~s!
, ~2.9a!

with the generalized-irreversible survival probability

Sgirr,i~ t !5expF2
l

ki
E

0

t

kirr, i~ t8! dt8G . ~2.9b!

The generalization here is in having the concentrationci re-
placed by the more general expressionci1cjkj /ki where j
Þ i . This function can be shown to solve the modified ra
equation~MRE! suggested by Szabo.6,18

The ordinary irreversible~irr! solution of the Smolu-
chowski theory39 is obtained by substituting forl its irre-
versible value

l irr5ciki . ~2.10!

The Laplace transform of the time-dependent rate coeffic
tis given by
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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s k̃irr, i~s!5ki /F̃gem,i~s!. ~2.11!

With the aid of the latter expression, one can easily show
for small concentrationsci→0,

F̃ irr, i~s!→F̃gem,i~s!, ~2.12!

and similarly forF̃girr,i(s) whenl→0.
In Part I we have summarized the diffusion factor fun

tions F̃(s) for the various approximate descriptions of t
ABC reaction.35 The approximate theories for the ABCD re
action may be similarly categorized in terms ofF̃(s) as fol-
lows:

~a! The chemical kinetic limit, when both diffusion con
stants are infinite, isF̃(s)51.

~b! The oldest and most well-known extension of chem
cal kinetics is the IET of Burshtein and co-workers:19,20,27

F̃~s!511k1g1~s!1k2g2~s!. ~2.13!

In the irreversible limit~when eitherk1 or k2 equal zero! this
reduces toF̃gem,i(s), while the correct solution isF̃ irr, i(s).
These coincide only whenci is small @cf. Eq. ~2.12!#.

Denoting the deviation from chemical kinetics b
dF̃(s)[F̃(s)21, Eq. ~2.13! can be written as

dF̃~s!5dF̃gem,1~s!1dF̃gem,2~s!. ~2.14!

When Di becomes infinitely large,F̃(s)→F̃gem,j (s), j Þ i .
This is the linearized superposition approximation~LSA!,6

for the reversible ABC reaction~cf. Part I!. Indeed, when
Di→` the direction i→ j becomes reaction controlled
which is equivalent to an ABC reaction withkd5kici . De-
noting these two limiting ABC solutions byF̃ABC,i(s), one
may rewrite Eq.~2.13! as

dF̃~s!5dF̃ABC,1~s!1dF̃ABC,2~s!. ~2.15!

This relates the IET for ABCD with the LSA for the ABC
reaction. We shall apply a similar relationship to general
the MPK1 solution below.

~c! An enhancement of the IET is the MET,27 which is
identical to the MPK3 theory of Sung and Lee:14

F̃~s!511k1g1S s1
c1k1

F̃0~s!
D 1k2g2S s1

c2k2

F̃0~s!
D ,

~2.16!

whereF̃0(s) is usually taken from the IET expression in E
~2.13!. The MET looks similar to the IET, but with shifte
arguments for the Green functionsgi(s). The two theories
are seen to agree at short times (s→`) or small concentra-
tions, but they differ at long times and high concentration

~d! Sung, Chi, and Lee24 have suggested a MPK1 theo
for the D* 1B
D1B* reaction, which we thus call MPK1
ABCD. It is given as a superposition of irreversible~rather
than geminate! solutions:

F̃~s!5F̃ irr,1~s!1F̃ irr,2~s!21. ~2.17!

From Eq.~2.12! one concludes that this solution also tends
the IET result for small concentrations. While it reduces c
rectly in the irreversible limit, it can be shown to lead to~an
Downloaded 25 Jun 2003 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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incorrect! exponential approach to equilibrium, instead of t
t23/2 power-law asymptotics exhibited by the other theori

~e! The SCRTA, recently proposed by Gopich an
Szabo,18 is a linear combination offour Green functions, two
which are shifted and two that are not:

F̃~s!511
c1k1

l F k2g2~s!1k1g1S s1
l

F̃~0!
D G

1
c2k2

l F k1g1~s!1k2g2S s1
l

F̃~0!
D G . ~2.18!

This equation is obtained from Eq.~7.10! in Ref. 18 after
correcting two printing errors therein.@Specifically, k̂irr(s i)
was replaced byk̂D(s i) and 1/(k f1k r) was added before
the summation sign.# It needs to be first solved iterativel
for F̃(0). Themain drawback of the SCRTA is that it doe
not reduce correctly in the irreversible limit, when one of t
two rate constants vanishes.

It is interesting to note that the SCRTA~Ref. 18! F̃(s)
for the ABC reaction may be obtained by lettingD2→` and
settingkd5c2k2 ,

dF̃~s!5
kd

l
k1g1~s!1

c1k1

l
k1g1S s1

l

F̃~0!
D . ~2.19!

Thus, as for the IET, Eq.~2.18! is a superposition of two
ABC solutions; see Eq.~2.15!. We use this property below to
generalize the MPK1 solution for the ABC reaction to o
applicable to the ABCD reaction.

C. MPK1 theory for the ABC reaction

Part I showed that the best available approximation
the ABC reaction, in comparison with our simulations, is t
MPK1 theory of Sung and Lee.12 We summarize this theory
below and subsequently generalize it for the ABCD reacti
This generalization will be different from the MPK1/ABCD
theory mentioned above, so we denote it by GMPK1.

For the ABC reaction, the MPK1 expression for the d
viation from the chemical kinetic limit,dF̃(s)[F̃(s)21, is
written as a linear combination of these deviations for
geminate and generalized-irreversible solutions:35

dF̃~s!5
kd

l
dF̃gem,1~s!1

c1k1

l
dF̃girr,1~s!, ~2.20!

wherel5c1k11kd andc15@B#.
The MPK1 theory can be shown to reduce correctly

all known limits:
~a! In the reaction control limit, whenD1→`, we have

g1(s)→0, kirr,1(t)→k1 , Sgirr,1(t)→exp(2lt), F̃girr,1(s)→1,
so thatF̃51 in this limit.

~b! In the geminate limitc150 andl5kd , so that Eq.
~2.20! gives F̃(s)5F̃gem,1(s). This result actually holds to
linear order in concentration because of Eq.~2.12!.

~c! In the irreversible limit, whenkd50, l5c1k1 and
hence one obtains from Eq.~2.20! that F̃(s)5F̃girr,1(s)
5F̃ irr,1(s).
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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~d! For long times, we have shown in the Appendix
Part I that

F̃~s!;v02
k1kd

lkD1

~t1s!1/2, ~2.21!

with v0 a constant. To this order, the smalls limit of the

relaxation function in Eq. ~2.5! then becomesR̃(s)
;F̃(s)/l, so that

R~ t !;
k1kd

l2

1

~4pD1t !3/2, ~2.22!

which is the exact asymptotic solution.15

D. Generalized MPK1 theory for the ABCD reaction

The ABC reaction, treated by the MPK1 theory abov
may be considered as half of an ABCD reaction. If the
particles diffuse infinitely fast (D2→`), the backreaction
will be in the reaction-control limit. It will then occur with a
pseudo-unimolecular rate coefficientc2k2 , which we iden-
tify with kd . The ABCD reaction in this limit is described b
the MPK1 solution, Eq.~2.20!. In the opposite limit, when
D1→` while D2 is finite, the reverse ABCD reaction shou
be equivalent to an ABC reaction. To account for both dir
tions one sums both solutions@cf. Eq. ~2.15!#, so that Eq.
~2.20! generalizes to

dF̃~s!5
c1k1

l
@dF̃girr,1~s!1dF̃gem,2~s!#

1
c2k2

l
@dF̃girr,2~s!1dF̃gem,1~s!#, ~2.23a!

wherel is given by Eq.~2.2!. Alternately, this result may be
written as

F̃~s!5
k1k2

l
@c1g2~s!1c2g1~s!#

1
c1k1 S̃girr,1~s!

12sS̃girr,1~s!
1

c2k2 S̃girr,2~s!

12sS̃girr,2~s!
. ~2.23b!

This is the central new theoretical result of the present wo
When one of theDi ’s is infinite, it reduces to the MPK1
solution for an ABC reaction starting from the opposite
rection, whereas when both diffusion constants are infinit
reduces to the reaction-control limit in Eq.~2.3!.

Several additional limits of our generalized MPK
theory ~GMPK1!, Eqs.~2.23!, are of interest:

~a! It reduces correctly in the irreversible limit, whe
eitherk1 or k2 are zero.

~b! In the limit of small concentrations (c1 andc2), Eq.
~2.12! implies that our theory reduces to the IET result giv
by Eq.~2.13!. The latter is thus seen to hold to linear order
the concentrations of the two species.

~c! It is interesting to note that the GMPK1 and SCRT
theories have similar structure. They would be identica
one could identifyF̃girr,i(s)↔ki gi@s1l/F̃(0)#. Gopich and
Szabo~Sec. V of Ref. 18! suggested a similar transformatio
Downloaded 25 Jun 2003 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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for the special case thatD15D2. Their modified SCRTA
differs from GMPK1 with D15D2. As will be shown in
future work, it gives slightly better agreement with our sim
lations in this case.

~d! When one of the concentrations is identically ze
for examplec250, Eq. ~2.23a! reduces to

F̃~s!5F̃ irr,1~s!1k2 g2~s!. ~2.24!

The same expression follows from MPK1/ABCD in th
limit. In addition, this equation with 2c1 instead ofc1 in
F̃ irr,1(s) describes the fully symmetrical case, whenk1

5k2 , c15c2, andD15D2 .
~e! The long-time asymptotic behavior can be obtain

as for the MPK1 theory~see above!. By summing the two
contributions@cf. Eq. ~2.21!# we obtain

F̃~s!;const2
c2k1k2

lkD1

~t1s!1/22
c1k1k2

lkD2

~t2s!1/2. ~2.25!

Hence the larget limit of the relaxation function becomes

R~ t !;
k1 k2

l2 ~4pt !3/2S c2

D1
3/21

c1

D2
3/2D . ~2.26!

This result agrees with the one recently obtained by Gop
et al.,16,17 when A and C are static. The Appendix expan
this derivation to obtain the next term in the asymptotic e
pansion, which establishes the conditions for approach to
t23/2 asymptotics from above or from below.

III. NUMERICAL ALGORITHM

The problem to be simulated involvesN1 B particles and
N2 D particles which are initially (t50) randomly distrib-
uted within a big sphere of radiusR(0). In thecenter of this
sphere is located the static A particle whose radius isa ~see
Fig. 1!. B and D diffuse with diffusion constantsD1 andD2 ,
respectively. If D collides with A, it is reflected, wherea
when B collides with A, a reaction may occur with the ra
constantk1 . In this case the colliding B becomes a D particle
whereas A changes its state to C, which is a static site of
same radiusa, but reactive toward D instead of B. The bac
reaction between C and D may then proceed similarly, w
the rate coefficientk2 . We are interested in the probabilit
that the initial A particle has not changed to C by timet, to
be calculated over several orders of magnitude in time w
up to four-digit accuracy. This makes the simulation ha
requiring special numerical algorithms.

The basic algorithm for three dimensional simulatio
was described in Part I.35 The underlying principles involve
the following:

~a! Finding a method for moving particles which is th
most accurate description of the diffusion problem, yet
least costly in terms of computer time.

~b! Finding a method for eliminating un-needed particl
so that the same result is generated with a substantially
duced number of particles.

A. The way particles move

The B and D particles are moved one at time, keep
the remaining particles frozen. We expect the solution
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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converge to the correct one after each particle has mo
several ~5–10! times. The crude random-walk method
choosing a direction by comparing a uniform random nu
ber with 1/2 has been used for the first simulations of
ABC reaction.5,7 This method is insufficient for the prese
purpose. Because it is tied to fixed time and spatial ste
each trajectory requires millions of small steps, which is b
time consuming and accumulates round-off errors. As a
sult, the solution becomes increasingly inaccurate at l
times. Our extension of this method28–32is to move particles
which are remote from the binding site by Gaussian rand
numbers and those closer by in a more careful fashion.

For this end, a ‘‘reaction zone’’ is defined as a sm
spherical shell of radiusr 0 surrounding the site~Fig. 1!. It is
chosen such that the average number of particles within
about 0.1 @i.e., (r 0

32a3)/R(0)350.1/(N11N2)]. Then, a
minimal time stept0 is chosen from the relationr 05a
1bA2Dt0, with b'8. It is sufficiently small so that par
ticles cannot hop across the reaction zone in a single s
Particles outside the reaction zone move in the three Ca
sian directions with three Gaussian random numbers, wh
are very fast to compute.40 Moreover, their time step is a
multiple of t0 , increasing with distance from the site as d
scribed in Part I. Moving with large time steps, remote p
ticles move farther into the future as compared with partic
closer to the A/C site. Once reaching the reaction zone, th
particles wait until the ‘‘real time’’ catches up with their ‘‘in
ner time.’’

Particles within the reaction zone move with the minim
time stept0 . The random number for executing the move
no longer Gaussian. Instead, it is drawn from the exact ge

FIG. 1. ~Color! The enhanced algorithm for eliminating particles. The wh
particles are initially selected to be placed on the reaction-zone sph
where they are designated yellow~all others were eliminated from the on
set!. Such particles start moving whent5tx . For example, the red particle
moves with the minimal time step within the reaction zone. The blue part
moves out of the reaction zone with increasing time steps, but eventu
returns, whereas the green particle moves outside the shrinking sp
where it is eliminated.
Downloaded 25 Jun 2003 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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nate ~two-particle! solution, which is thus called the
‘‘Brownian propagator’’ of the simulation. Therefore obtain
ing an analytic Green-function solution for the gemina
problem is a prerequisite for executing this program. T
indefinite integrals of this solution are compared with a u
form random number to determine the end point of a mo
as described below.

B. ABCD Brownian propagator

In order to enable Brownian simulations of the ABC
reaction, we have obtained the Green function for the ge
nate case.38 In the following, the initial distance between A
and B ~C and D! is denoted byr 1 (r 2), whereas the final
distances~after the move! are primed. The Green functio
has four components: If the initial state is of a A–B pa
~separated to distancer 1), then p1(r 18 ,tur 1) denotes the
probability density that the pair is in the same state at timt
and separated to the final distancer 18 , whereasp2(r 28 ,tur 1) is
the probability that a reaction has occurred with the C
products separated to distancer 28 . These are given by the
following analytic expressions:

p1~r 18 ,tur 1!5p1
0~r 18 ,tur 1!2

k1a2

At1t2kD1

2 r 1r 18

3F s1

s12s2

12s1At2

12s1At1

W~r11r18 ,s1At !

2
s2

s12s2

12s2At2

12s2At1

3W~r11r18 ,s2At !2S 12At2

t1
D

3
W~r11r18 ,At/t1!

~12s1At1!~12s2At1!
G , ~3.1a!

p2~r 28 ,tur 1!5
k1a2

At1t2 kD1
kD2

r 1r 28~s12s2!

3@s1W~r11r28 ,s1At !

2s2W~r11r28 ,s2At !#. ~3.1b!

Here p1
0(r 18 ,tur 1) is the Green function for free diffusion

with a reflective boundary atr1850,35,41and we have defined

r i5~r i2a!/A4Dit, ~3.2a!

r i85~r i82a!/A4Dit, ~3.2b!

W~x,y!5exp~2xy1y2!erfc~x1y!, ~3.2c!

s65 1
2 @m11m26A~m12m2!21l#, ~3.2d!

m i5
11ki /kDi

At i

, ~3.2e!

l5
4k1k2

kD1
kD2

At1t2

. ~3.2f!
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To move the particles for the durationt0 ~the time step
in the reaction zone!, we use the integrals of the function
~3.1!. Suppose the initial state is an A–B pair~state 1!. The B
particle remains in this state if a uniform random numbe
,x,1 is less than*a

`p1(x,t0ur 1)4px2 dx. In this case the
end pointr 1

x of the particle can be determined from

x5E
a

r 1
x

p1~x,t0ur 1!4px2 dx. ~3.3!

If x>*a
`p1(x,t0ur 1)4px2 dx, then the reacting system

changes its state~to a C–D pair!, and the end pointr 2
x of the

D particle is found from

x5E
a

`

p1~x,t0ur 1!4px2 dx1E
a

r 2
x

p2~x,t0ur 1!4px2 dx.

~3.4!

If the initial state is 2, the indices 1 and 2 are interchange
all equations. The above integrals can be performed ana
cally, but the resulting equations are exceedingly leng
One could also use numerical integration with compara
success, because these integrals are performed only on~at
the beginning of the calculation! and stored in ‘‘lookup
tables.’’

C. Enhanced particle elimination algorithm

In Part I we introduced a ‘‘shrinking sphere’’ algorithm
in which the outer sphere radius,R(t), decreases with time
Particles outside the outer sphere can be safely elimina
because they have a negligible probability of reaching
reaction zone before the end of the simulation~Fig. 1!.

In the present work, we have enhanced the partic
elimination procedure by deleting, from the onset, all p
ticles which do not reach the reaction zone. The remain
particles are placed on the surface of this sphere, atr 5r 0 ,
with appropriate delay times, calculated from the irreversi
flux impinging upon an absorbing sphere. Conceptually,
methodology is similar to that applied by Northrupet al. for
irreversible binding.42,43 A similar procedure was suggeste
recently as an enhancement to our reversible methodo
by Barzykin and Tachiya.44

Our enhanced algorithm is depicted in Fig. 1. From
theory of irreversible reactions, the mean numberdN of par-
ticles from a concentrationc hitting the reaction sphere dur
ing the time interval (t,t1dt) is ck(t)dt, where the time-
dependent rate constant is

k~ t !5kDS 11
r 0

ApDt
D , ~3.5!

and kD54pDr 0 is the diffusion-control rate constant. Th
k(t) is the limit of kirr, i(t) of Eq. ~2.11! when ki→` and
ai5r 0 . The mean number of impacts for the durationt is
thus

N~ t !5E
0

t

ck~t!dt5ckDS t12r 0A t

pD D . ~3.6!

This function is depicted in Fig. 2. For the durationtmax of
Downloaded 25 Jun 2003 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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the simulation, the average number of impinging particles
Nmax5N(tmax).

Given a random numberx which is uniformly distrib-
uted in the interval (0,Nmax), the timetx when a new bulk
particle hits the sphere is obtained from Eq.~3.6! by setting
x5N(tx). Solving the quadratic equation we obtain

tx5
r 0

2

pD SA11
x

4cr0
321D 2

. ~3.7!

Consequently, we can replace the population of B partic
by Nmax particles which are placed atr 5r 0 at times deter-
mined by Nmax random numbers. Since our clock runs
multiple integers oft0 , each of these particles is move
from tx for the fraction oft0 required to complete it to an
integer multiple.

The given scheme implies no fluctuations in the to
number of impinging particles. To include number fluctu
tions, we extend the procedure over the interval (0,mNmax).
Picking thenmNmax appropriate hitting times, we retain onl
those which were smaller thantmax. Figure 3 shows the con
vergence with respect tom. We find that the optimal value o
m should exceed 10 (m550 was used in subsequent sim
lations!. Alternately, we use a Poisson distribution for th
arrival probability of n particles by timetmax, which is
(Nmax)

n exp(2Nmax)/n!.
In addition, we retain the shrinking spheres~one for B’s

and another for D’s! to eliminate any of the impinging par
ticles as they wander away from the reaction zone. E
multiparticle trajectory occupies one node in a 24-proces
Pentium III PC cluster, running under the Linux flavor
Unix. Typically, 5 – 503106 trajectories are averaged to pro
duce the desired probabilities. One such calculation may
cupy our cluster for over 1 month.

IV. RESULTS

We have first tested the various approximate theo
against our simulations for the most symmetrical case, w
c15c2 , k15k2 , andD15D2 . Figure 4 shows our BD simu
lations for three values ofc5c15c2 . From the figure it is
clear that the theories can be ranked in the following ord

FIG. 2. The functionN(t) of Eq. ~3.6!.
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~1! MPK1/ABCD ~Ref. 24! is the least useful theory fo
the ABCD reaction, as it has an incorrect exponential lo
time behavior.

~2! The IET ~Refs. 19, 20, and 27! shows the correc
asymptotict23/2 behavior, but with a wrong prefactor. It i
always above the exact result, and only at low concentrat
provides a reasonable approximation.

~3! The MET ~Ref. 27! indeed provides an improvemen
to the IET, but not a very dramatic one. It is always belo
the exact result.

~4! The SCRTA~Ref. 18! is superior to the above ap
proximations. It deteriorates only at very high concentratio
and close to the irreversible limit~see below!.

~5! The GMPK1 of Eq.~2.23! appears to be the bes
approximation out of the five considered here, particularly
the highest concentration in this figure~and the irreversible
limit below!.

In addition, we show the asymptotic behavior of E
~2.26! as a dotted line. This result, first derived in Ref. 1
seems to give the correct long-time behavior under all c
ditions investigated herein.

It is interesting to note that the data shows the transit
in the approach to thet23/2 asymptotics predicted by Eq
~A6!. For small concentrations,v0→11a11a2 whereasl
→0; hence the inequality is fulfilled andR(t) approaches its
asymptotic limiting behavior from above, e.g.,c
51024 Å 23. The transition in this case~whena15a2@1)
is given byckDt'2 or 2pa2ADc'1. This gives a transi-
tion aroundc5531024 Å 23, which can be verified from
the figure.

We have also checked several nonsymmetric situat
for the ABCD reaction. Thus Fig. 5 shows the case wh
one of the concentrations is zero,@D#50, Fig. 6 depicts the
situation of unequal rate constants, and Fig. 7 demonstr
the case of unequal diffusion constants. Figure 6 shows
as k2 diminishes, the SCRTA deteriorates whereas
GMPK1 retains its validity. The MPK1/ABCD improves i
this limit at intermediate times~but still converges to the

FIG. 3. A test simulation for the ABCD reaction for three values ofm.
Parameters used arec15c251025 Å 23, k15k254pa23(100 Å/ns), D1

5300 Å2/ns, D25200 Å2/ns, a55 Å, andt in ns.
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wrong asymptotics!. We also show here the next (t25/2) term
in the asymptotic expansion of the GMPK1 expression~see
the Appendix for its derivation!. It shows that convergence t
the asymptotic line in this case is from below, becau
2v0,t @cf. Eq. ~A6!#. This is verified by the inset to Fig. 6

V. CONCLUSION

In this work we have reported first many-particle sim
lations of the reversible pseudo-unimolecular A1B↔C1D
reaction. The ability to accurately perform these simulatio
is due to the derivation of an analytic geminate solution
Ref. 38, which is used as a ‘‘Brownian propagator’’ for th
many-particle dynamics, and to the enhancement introdu
to the particle-elimination algorithm. This algorithm allow
us to drastically reduce the number of particles which ac
ally need to be shuffled, without affecting the accuracy of
calculation.

The simulations allowed us to perform a numerical t
of various approximate theories encountered in the literat
the integral encounter theory~IET!,19,20,27modified encoun-
ter theory~MET!,14,27 multiparticle kernel 1 for ABCD reac-
tion ~MPK1/ABCD!,24 and the self-consistent relaxatio
time approximation~SCRTA!.18 These theories are characte
ized by a two-term ‘‘diffusion factor function,’’ except fo
the SCRTA which has four terms in this function. Concom
tantly, we find that the two-term theories perform poorly
comparison with the SCRTA, which is the only theory exhi
iting what appears to be the exact asymptotic behavior,
~2.26!. It nevertheless breaks down in the irreversible lim
~and at very high concentrations!.

We have been able to obtain a new theoretical result
generalizing the MPK1 theory for the A1B↔C reaction.
Thus we term it GMPK1. Like the SCRTA, its diffusio
factor function is composed of four terms. But instead of tw

FIG. 4. ~Color! A comparison of our simulations~blue circles! with various
approximate theories~indicated! for the approach to equilibrium~relaxation
function! in the ABCD reaction. Herec15c2[c vary as indicated, wherea
k15k254pa23(1000 Å/ns), D15D25200 Å2/ns, anda55 Å. In this
completely symmetric case the diffusion factor functions simplify; for e
ample, for GMPK1 it is given by Eq.~2.24! with 2c1 instead ofc1 in

F̃ irr,1(s).
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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shifted-geminate terms we have introduced two irrevers
terms. As a result, this theory reduces correctly also in
irreversible limit, where it shows better agreement with t
simulations than the SCRTA. The GMPK1 theory appears
provide an adequate approximation in all possible limits.
future work we hope to extend the simulations of this re

FIG. 5. ~Color! Effect of unequal concentrations. The parameters are
same as in Fig. 4, except thatc250. Comparison is made here only with th
SCRTA and GMPK1 theories~the other theories are considerably worse!. In
addition to the asymptotic behavior of Eq.~2.26!, black dotted line, we show
the asymptotic series up to thet25/2 term, Eq.~A4!, black dashed line. In
this case the GMPK1 diffusion factor function simplifies as in Eq.~2.24!

FIG. 6. ~Color! Effect of unequal reaction rates. Parameters here are
same as in Fig. 4, forc15c251023 Å 23 and varyingk2 . Comparison is
made with the SCRTA and GMPK1 theories, while the MPK1/ABCD res
was added for the smallest value ofk2 ~its best case!. The inset shows an
enlargement of the asymptotic regime fork2 /(4pa2)5100 Å/ns, verifying
that the approach to the limiting power-law behavior here is from below
suggested by GMPK1@see Eq.~A4!#.
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tion to the excited state~with two different lifetimes! and to
diffusing A and C particles.
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APPENDIX: ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION FOR GMPK1

Let us expandR̃(s) andF̃(s) analogously to the Appen
dix in Part I ~Ref. 35!:

R̃~s!5
F̃~s!

l
S 12s

F̃~s!

l
1¯ D , ~A1a!

F̃~s!5v02v1/2As1v1s2v3/2s
3/21¯ . ~A1b!

Now we have different expressions for the consta
v0 ,v1/2,...:

v05
c1k1

l
@a21lS̃girr,1~0!#1

c2k2

l
@a11lS̃girr,2~0!#,

~A2a!

v1/25
c1k1c2k2

l S At1

c1kD1

1
At2

c2kD2
D , ~A2b!

v15
c1k1

l
@t2a22lQ11lS̃girr,1

2 ~0!#

1
c2k2

l
@t1a12lQ21lS̃girr,2

2 ~0!#, ~A2c!

e

e

t

s

FIG. 7. ~Color! Effect of unequal diffusion constants. The parameters h
arec15c251023 Å 23, k15k254pa23(100 Å/ns),D15200 Å2/ns, and
D2 varies as indicated.
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v3/25
c1k1c2k2

l S t1
3/2

c1kD1

1
t2

3/2

c2kD2
D . ~A2d!

Here we used

a i5ki /kDi
, ~A3a!

S̃girr,i~s!'S̃girr,i~0!2Qis. ~A3b!

As a result,R(t) for large t can be written as

R~ t !'
1

2Apl t3/2 S v1/21
3~v0v1/22lv3/2/2!

l t D . ~A4!

It can be seen thatR(t) approaches its asymptotic power la
from above if 2v0v1/2.lv3/2 or

2v0S At1

c1kD1

1
At2

c2kD2
D .lS t1

3/2

c1kD1

1
t2

3/2

c2kD2
D . ~A5!

In the case of equal diffusivitiest15t25t this inequality
gives

2v0.lt. ~A6!
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